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Age differences in adaptation 
of medial‑lateral gait parameters 
during split‑belt treadmill walking
Tyler Fettrow1*, Kathleen Hupfeld1, Hendrik Reimann2, Julia Choi1, Chris Hass1 & 
Rachael Seidler1

The split‑belt treadmill has been used to examine the adaptation of spatial and temporal gait 
parameters. Historically, similar studies have focused on anterior‑posterior (AP) spatiotemporal gait 
parameters because this paradigm is primarily a perturbation in the AP direction, but it is important 
to understand whether and how medial‑lateral (ML) control adapts in this scenario. The ML control of 
balance must be actively controlled and adapted in different walking environments. Furthermore, it is 
well established that older adults have balance difficulties. Therefore, we seek to determine whether 
ML balance adaptation differs in older age. We analyzed split belt induced changes in gait parameters 
including variables which inform us about ML balance control in younger and older adults. Our primary 
finding is that younger adults showed sustained asymmetric changes in these ML balance parameters 
during the split condition. Specifically, younger adults sustained a greater displacement between their 
fast stance foot and their upper body, relative to the slow stance foot, in the ML direction. This finding 
suggests that younger adults may be exploiting passive dynamics in the ML direction, which may be 
more metabolically efficient. Older adults did not display the same degree of asymmetry, suggesting 
older adults may be more concerned about maintaining a stable gait.

The upright human body is biomechanically unstable and requires active control by the nervous system to 
stabilize. We do not have a comprehensive understanding of how humans control balance during walking, or 
how this control changes with age. The ability to dynamically adapt locomotion is critical for maintaining bal-
ance. In the event that one slips or trips, a quick adjustment must be made in order to maintain  balance1,2. New 
locomotor patterns must also be adopted to safely navigate along a narrow  path3 or on uneven  terrain4. Further-
more, we know older adults struggle with the ability to maintain  balance5 and have difficulties adapting new 
motor  patterns6. Here we investigate whether older and younger adults adapt differently to a split belt treadmill 
paradigm, which comprises walking on two belts moving at differing speeds. Our particular emphasis is on the 
medial-lateral (ML) control of balance.

The split belt treadmill paradigm has been used extensively over the past two decades to study locomotor 
adaptation. This paradigm uses two treadmill belts, one for each leg, that move at different speeds, causing an 
initial asymmetry in the gait pattern. Over multiple steps, people adapt to a new pattern of walking. The observed 
adaptation during split belt treadmill walking is commonly quantified as changes in the spatiotemporal gait 
parameters (step velocity, step time, and step position) to make the gait cycle more  symmetric7. Prokop et al 
initially stated that adaptation to split belt treadmill walking occurs within 1–3  strides8. However, more recent 
research suggests > 100 strides are necessary to reach a plateau in the commonly quantified spatiotemporal gait 
 parameters9. The discrepancy in reports of adaptation rate could be linked to varying methods used to determine 
rate of adaptation, as well as which gait parameters are assessed. Mounting evidence points to differences in 
adaptation between intralimb variables (stance and swing time) and interlimb variables (double support time 
and step length), where the intralimb variables adapt more  quickly10. Historically, split belt treadmill analyses 
have focused on step length, step time, stance time, and associated joint angle changes (e.g.11–13), whereas ML 
changes to balance during walking have only been assessed during split belt treadmill adaptation within the 
past few years (e.g.14–16).

The balance problem is generally understood to require more active control in the ML  direction17–19, implied 
by modeling and experimental work showing differences in the source of the variability of foot placement 
between the anterior-posterior (AP) and ML directions. This supports a growing consensus that step length and 
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cadence are separately controlled from ML gait parameters such as ankle roll (active modulation of center of 
pressure (CoP) under the stance foot) and step width. But the step timing and duration of the single and double 
stance periods also affect balance. These timing parameters are shared between the AP and ML directions, so the 
AP changes enforced by the split belt treadmill paradigm represent a challenge to balance in the ML direction. 
We hypothesize that gait parameters specific to ML balance control are also modulated throughout the split belt 
treadmill protocol, but at different rates than the commonly assessed spatiotemporal variables.

Roper et al found modifications of ML ground reaction forces during adaptation in healthy young  adults14, 
but these modifications seemed to coincide with the ground reaction forces dictated by the speed of the foot; 
thus it is not clear whether these changes were adaptive or simply reflect gait speed changes. Buurke et al sought 
to investigate whether ML gait parameters, including the margin of stability, are altered in the split belt treadmill 
 paradigm15. Margin of stability is a measure of dynamic stability that takes into account the center of mass (CoM) 
position and velocity relative to the base of support (CoP)20. The authors found that the CoP and the margin of 
stability are changed over many steps when participants are adjusting to the split condition, but these variables 
did not exhibit classic aftereffects (i.e. a performance change when the belts are returned to the same speeds that 
is in the opposite direction of what occurred during the split condition), indicating that these changes may have 
been more strategic rather than adaptive per se. Instead, the margin of stability appeared to be closely related to 
the amount of time spent in  stance21, at least in young healthy adults.

To our knowledge, only one other study has investigated ML gait parameter adaptations in split belt treadmill 
in older adults. Vervoort et al found larger ML margin of stability in older adults, compared to younger adults, 
throughout the adaptation portion of the split belt treadmill paradigm, suggesting that older adults are concerned 
more about  balance16. Here we expand on this work by investigating whether ML balance control is adapted 
during split belt treadmill walking. We test for changes in ML gait parameters during split belt treadmill adapta-
tion, and we also examine whether there are aftereffects during subsequent tied-belt walking. We define discrete 
variables for seven different gait parameters and calculate the number of steps to plateau and the magnitude of 
the changes for each parameter to answer two distinct questions: (1) Are there age differences in the plateau and 
magnitude of gait parameter changes during split walking? (2) Do the gait parameters that are more associated 
with the control of balance exhibit differences in steps to plateau during the split condition and in their magnitude 
of aftereffects, compared to traditional parameters, reflecting separate neural control?

Methods
Participants. Thirty-seven young adults (19 female, 22.4± 3.78 years) and 28 older adults (12 female, 
72.5± 5.26 years) participated in this study. Handrails were installed on the sides of the treadmill to prevent falls, 
if necessary, while performing the experiment. No harness was used for this experiment. Due to force plate data 
corruption and/or marker occlusions we excluded six younger and seven older adults’ data from analysis, leaving 
31 younger adults and 21 older adults. This experiment was approved by the University of Florida Institutional 
Review Board. All participants provided written informed consent to participate.

Exclusion criteria included: History of any neurologic condition, e.g., stroke, Parkinson’s disease, seizures, or 
a concussion in the last six months. Psychiatric condition, e.g., active depression or bipolar disorder. As part of 
the larger study, subjects were also screened for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and transcranial magnetic 
stimulation  eligibility22. We also excluded those who self-reported smoking, consuming more than two alcoholic 
drinks per day on average or a history of treatment for alcoholism, as participants also underwent GABA MR 
spectroscopy. We excluded those with any contraindications for these devices, e.g., implanted metal, claustro-
phobia, or pregnancy. We also excluded individuals who reported taking medications which are contraindica-
tions for these devices within the previous 30  days23. Such medications included those commonly used to treat 
psychiatric conditions e.g., depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and 
schizophrenia, pain, and seizures, as well as some antiviral and chemotherapy medications.

Prior to enrollment, we screened participants for suspected cognitive impairment over the phone using the 
Telephone Interview for Cognitive  Status24. We excluded those who scored < 21 of 39 points; this is equivalent 
to scoring < 25 points on the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) and indicates probable cognitive impairment. 
At the first testing session, participants were re-screened for cognitive impairment using the Montreal Cognitive 
 Assessment25; we excluded those who scored < 23 of 30  points26. None of the subjects had walked on a split-belt 
treadmill prior to participation in this study.

Participants walked on an instrumented split-belt treadmill (Bertec Inc., Columbus, Ohio, USA) with embed-
ded force plates that captured kinetic data at 1200 Hz. Sixteen passive reflective markers were placed according 
to the Vicon Plug-in-Gait (Vicon, Oxford, UK) lower body marker  system27. Kinematic data were collected at 
120 Hz using 8 cameras surrounding the treadmill. Of those participants that are included in this analysis, kin-
ematic data were collected with a Vicon Nexus (Vicon, Oxford, UK) motion capture system for 37 participants 
(22 young and 15 old) and a Qualisys Track Manager (Qualisys, Göteborg, Sweden) motion capture system for 
15 participants (9 young and 6 old) due to construction.

Split‑belt adaptation assessments. We first administered a treadmill warm-up lasting 5 minutes at 
participants’ self-selected speed to allow them to accommodate to walking on the treadmill. For the remainder 
of the walking trials, the belts moved at a fixed speed for all participants. We then stopped the treadmill before 
beginning the baseline walking trials, consisting of a baseline slow (0.7 m  s−1), baseline fast (1.4 m  s−1), and 
baseline slow (0.7 m  s−1) walking trial, each lasting two minutes. These trials acclimated the participants to the 
slow and fast walking speeds. Then we began the split trial, where the left belt was moving at the fast speed, and 
the right belt was moving at the slow speed, lasting 10  minutes28. The split trial was followed by an after adapta-
tion trial, where both belts were fixed at the slow speed to identify any aftereffects. Participants also performed 
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a readaptation and a washout trial. For this analysis, we did not include the second baseline slow, readaptation, 
or washout trials. Table 1 provides the condition names, durations, and belt speeds for each trial. The green box 
indicates the trials used in the present analyses. For all trials, the treadmill acceleration was set to 0.5 m  s−2.

Data management and organization. Kinematic data were low pass filtered with a 4th order Butter-
worth filter at a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. Small gaps in the marker data of up to 100 ms length from occlusions 
were filled using cubic splines. Time points with occlusions greater than 100 ms were excluded from further 
analysis. Due to limited marker supply, we used the middle of the posterior hip markers as a proxy for the body 
CoM  position29. We refer to this as the center of mass (CoM) throughout the manuscript.

We identified heel-strikes as the local maxima of forward progression of the heel marker, and push-off events 
local maxima of backward progression of the toe marker. We visually inspected the result of this automatic iden-
tification and applied manual corrections in the rare cases where events were misidentified. We have used this 
method of gait event detection successfully in the past and very rarely requires manual  adjustment30.

All data between heel strikes were normalized to 100 time points. We subtracted the baseline slow mean from 
all data, including baseline slow, for every subject.

Throughout the manuscript and in the figures we refer to the individual feet by the speed with which they 
moved during the split condition. Specifically, the left foot was on the belt moving at 1.4 m  s−1 during split, 
therefore we refer to this foot as fast. The right foot was on the belt moving at 0.7 m  s−1 during split, so we refer 
to this foot as slow.

Quantifying outcome variables. Analyzing the adaptation of our gait parameters on every step requires 
that each parameter is summarized by a single value. All of the data here are represented as a change in response 
from the average of the baseline slow steps ( � ). We use the following definitions to quantify the use of the gait 
parameters on every step:

Spatial gait parameters

• Step Length: Distance from the trailing foot to the leading foot heel marker at the leading foot heel-strike in 
AP direction.

Table 1.  Order of walking protocols for the split-belt adaptation paradigm. For this analysis, we only focus on 
the highlighted (green) sections.
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• Step Width: Distance from the trailing foot heel marker to the leading foot heel marker at the leading foot 
heel-strike in ML direction.

Temporal gait parameters

• Single Stance Time: Time between the swing foot pushoff and heel-strike.
• Double Stance Time Time between the stance foot heel-strike and the swing foot pushoff.

CoM referenced gait parameters (ML balance parameters)

• CoM: ML position of the middle of the posterior hip markers at heel strike of the swing foot.
• 

∫
CoP-CoM: Displacement between the CoM and the CoP from the slow baseline steps, integrated over the 

single stance phase.
• Step-CoM: Displacement of the swing foot heel marker from the CoM at heel-strike.

We then quantified the symmetry between feet (slow and fast). Symmetry is defined as �fast − �slow. Fol-
lowing Finely et al.7, we quantified the rate of adaptation based on the number of steps it took for a variable to 
reach plateau. The plateau of the symmetry was defined as the average value during the last 50 steps, and the 
threshold for reaching plateau was defined as the step when the next 9 consecutive steps remained within 2 
standard deviations of the  plateau7. We refer to this value as the number of steps to plateau. We calculated the 
plateau for each participant and all gait parameters for the split. We also calculated the magnitude of symmetry 
change influenced by the perturbation (split) and aftereffect (after) which is defined as the magnitude of the 
asymmetry at the time of plateau.

Statistical analysis. We investigate whether older adults adapt differently to a split belt treadmill paradigm 
compared to younger adults, with an emphasis on the ML control of balance. We ran statistics to test for two 
primary questions. (1) Do the gait parameters exhibit age differences in the plateau and magnitude of perturba-
tion effects during the split, reflecting different strategies? (2) Do the gait parameters that are associated with the 
control of balance exhibit age differences in steps to plateau during the split condition and magnitude of afteref-
fects, compared to traditional parameters, reflecting separate neural control.

To test our hypotheses that aging affects how the gait parameters change throughout the split belt treadmill 
paradigm, we used  lme431 within R (version 3.5.1;32) to perform linear mixed effects analyses. We fit three linear 
mixed models to analyze how the gait parameters were modulated in the split and after conditions, and whether 
these modulations differed by age group and gait parameter. Group (younger vs older) and gait parameters were 
treated as fixed effects, and participant intercepts were random effects. Equation (1) provides the lmer model 
testing for age and gait parameter differences in steps to plateau during the split condition,

Equation (2) provides the lmer model testing for age and gait parameter differences in magnitude of plateau,

and Eq. (3) provides the lmer model testing for gait parameter differences in magnitude of aftereffects (first 10 
steps in after condition),

For each model we performed an ANOVA using Satterthwaite’s  method33 implemented in the R-package 
 lmerTest34 to obtain parameter-specific p values. We then performed posthoc pairwise analyses for each model 
by calculating the least squares means and estimating the 95% confidence intervals, using a Kenward–Roger 
 approximation35 implemented in the R-package emmeans (version 1.4.1;36). We converted the � values into 
percent change from the average of the slow condition to enable pairwise-comparisons between gait parameters.

Ethics approval and consent to participate. Subjects provided informed verbal and written consent 
to participate. Written informed consent was obtained from the individual for the publication of any potentially 
identifiable images or data included in this article. The experiment was approved by the University of Florida 
Institutional Review Board (IRB ID: IRB201801417). All methods were carried out in accordance with relevant 
guidelines and regulations.

Consent for publication. All authors provided approval for publication.

Results
All participants included in this analysis completed the treadmill walking trials without falling or tripping. In 
general, all participants adjusted multiple gait parameters to accommodate the different treadmill belt speeds.

In Fig. 1 we observe step length increases from slow to fast baseline conditions. During split, step length is 
larger when the fast foot is in stance compared to the slow foot stance, but becomes more symmetric over time. 
During after the step length exhibits an aftereffect opposite to the modulation observed during split. Step width 

(1)Split_Plateau ∼ group · gait_parameters+ 1|Subject,

(2)Split_Plateau_Magnitude ∼ group · gait_parameters+ 1|Subject,

(3)After_Magnitude ∼ group · gait_parameters+ 1|Subject.
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drops slightly from slow to fast baseline conditions. Step width increases initially in both the split and after 
conditions. Both groups generally show similar trends of adaptation throughout the split and after conditions.

Figure 2 shows single and double stance time decreases from slow to fast baseline conditions. During the split 
condition, the two stance phases are modulated differently. The single stance time generally hovers around the 
stance time observed during the respective baseline condition (i.e. slow stance time during split was similar to 
that during slow baseline). The double stance time does not follow this same behavior. During split, the double 
stance time was longer when the fast stance foot was leading, but eventually the double stance phase becomes 
symmetric. During after, the double stance time exhibited similar aftereffects as step length, with a reversal in 
the difference between the two feet (i.e. double stance was longer when slow stance foot is leading).

Figure 3 depicts CoM referenced gait parameters that inform us about ML balance. We observed dramatic 
age differences in changes in the CoM variables in the split condition. During the baseline conditions, the two 
groups exhibit roughly similar behavior for these CoM referenced variables. The CoM shifted further away from 
the stance foot in the fast compared to the slow condition. Similarly, the 

∫
CoP-CoM during the fast condition 

also shifted away from the stance foot relative to the slow condition. The step placement relative to the CoM 
shifted more towards the stance foot from slow to fast baseline conditions, mostly due to the shift of the CoM 
away from the stance foot. The behavior during the split condition is quite different for the younger compared to 
older adults. The younger adults quickly adopted an asymmetry in all three variables. During the split condition, 
the younger adults’ CoM referenced variables hover around the values that were observed during the respective 
baseline conditions for each stance foot. The older adults did not exhibit a similar, sustained asymmetry, during 
the split condition for the CoM referenced variables.

Figure 4 displays the adaptation trajectories for the symmetry scores of the spatial gait parameters. The trian-
gles indicate the individual steps to plateau (x-axis) and the associated magnitude (y-axis). The squares represent 
the group average. There was a large asymmetry in step length that reduces throughout the split condition and 
then reverses during the after condition, for both age groups. During the split condition, the step length rate of 
adaptation was significantly different between the younger and older adults, with younger adults taking longer 
to reach a plateau (95% confidence intervals do not overlap, Table 3, Fig. 5). The magnitude of plateau did not 
significantly differ between the two groups for step length (Table 5, Fig. 6). Step width did not exhibit significant 
asymmetry during split for either age group (Table 5, Fig. 6).

Figure 7 displays the adaptation trajectories for the symmetry scores of the temporal gait parameters. There 
was a rather constant asymmetry for single stance time for both groups during the split condition. The single 
stance time rate of adaptation differed between the groups, with older adults taking longer to reach a plateau 
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Figure 1.  Spatial Gait Parameters adaptation time series graphs for younger (left column) and older (right 
column) adults. The time-series data were smoothed with a 2 step sliding window moving average for display 
purposes. The blue data corresponds to the right foot, and the foot that made contact with the slow belt during 
split condition. The red data corresponds to the left foot, and the foot that made contact with the fast belt during 
split condition. The bolded lines indicate the group mean. The shaded areas represent the 95% confidence 
interval of the group mean. All values are represented as a change from the average of the slow condition ( � ). + 
indicates more forward for step length and wider for step width.
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(95% CIs do not overlap, Table 3, Fig. 5). Double stance time exhibits a similar asymmetry to that observed in 
step length, with an eventual convergence to symmetry during the split condition. Neither steps to plateau nor 
the magnitude of plateau were significantly different between age groups for double stance time (Tables 3, 5, 
Figs. 5, 6).

Figure 8 displays the adaptation trajectories for the symmetry scores of the CoM gait parameters. We observed 
significant asymmetry in the CoM referenced variables, at least for the younger adults, during the split condition. 
The rate of adaptation during split is not significantly different between groups for any CoM referenced variables 
(Tables 2, 3, Fig. 5). However, there was a significant difference between groups for the magnitude of plateau for 
Step-CoM and CoM-CoP, where the younger adults had greater asymmetry in both of these parameters (95% 
CIs do not overlap, Tables 4, 5, Fig. 6).

Tables 6, 7, and Fig. 9 display the ANOVA and Posthoc comparison results for testing the differences in 
magnitude of aftereffects (% � in first 10 steps of after condition). Step length, double stance time, CoM-CoP 
are the only variables that had significant aftereffects for both groups, and Step-CoM showed an aftereffect for 
the older adults (95% CI did not overlap with zero). Relative to the change observed during split, the aftereffects 
were in the opposite direction for all of these variables, with the exception of CoM-CoP for the older adults.

Discussion
Our goal was to analyze multiple gait parameters that span both the AP and ML directions during split belt 
treadmill adaptation in young and older adults to determine whether they adapt differently. Previous split belt 
treadmill studies have shown that older adults generally adapt less, more slowly, and show reduced aftereffects 
relative to younger  adults28,37,38. Many of these studies have not included ML gait parameters in their analysis, 
though. Examining ML balance control is necessary to gain a comprehensive understanding of how humans 
adapt to the split belt treadmill, and how this process differs by age.

Here we quantified multiple gait parameters that have been used to study balance during walking. Figs. 1, 2, 
and 3 reveal that most of the gait parameters are altered throughout the split belt treadmill protocol, including 
those that are thought to contribute to ML balance. The most commonly analyzed gait parameters (step length 
and stance times) show clear effects of the split belt treadmill protocol, including aftereffects and group dif-
ferences. However, we found that the older adults reached the plateau for their step length more quickly than 
younger adults. We also see some notable changes in the other parameters, including an initial modification of 
step width. Step width increases slightly during the split and after conditions in both age groups, likely to increase 
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Figure 2.  Temporal Gait Parameters adaptation time series graphs for younger (left column) and older (right 
column) adults. The time-series data were smoothed with a 2 step sliding window moving average for display 
purposes. The blue data corresponds to the right foot, and the foot that made contact with the slow belt during 
split condition. The red data corresponds to the left foot, and the foot that made contact with the fast belt during 
split condition. The bolded lines indicate the group mean. The shaded areas represent the 95% confidence 
interval of the group mean. All values are represented as a change from the average of the slow condition ( � ). + 
indicates more time for both variables.
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stability. The CoM referenced variables exhibit the largest difference between groups in regards to magnitude of 
the perturbation (split condition).

The CoM referenced variables provide information about how balance is being controlled. Specifically, the 
younger adults quickly adopt an asymmetry in their control of balance. This asymmetry is observed as a shift of 
the average body center away from the fast foot, which spends less time in stance, towards the slow foot, which 
spends more time in stance. This finding of asymmetry in an ML balance parameter in young adults is comparable 
to reports of margin of stability asymmetry from Buurke et al.15. The older adults, in contrast, maintain sym-
metry between their body center and the average foot placement on both sides. This frontal-plane asymmetry 
adopted by the younger adults is beneficial due to utilization of the gravitational forces acting on the body. The 
gravitational force accelerates the body mass with a lever arm given by the displacement of the center of mass 
(CoM) from the  CoP20. This gravitational acceleration creates the rhythmic lateral oscillation of the CoM with 
the gait cycle, by always accelerating the CoM away from the current stance foot. Walking on a split-belt treadmill 
induces an asymmetry between the stance times for each foot. With an otherwise unchanged gait pattern, such 
a difference in stance times would lead to a difference in total acceleration between the two sides, because the 
gravitational force has less time to pull the body away from the fast foot compared to the slow foot. Integrated 
over time, such a difference in gravitational acceleration would result in a sideways movement of the whole 
body, away from the center of the treadmill. To stay in the center of the treadmill, this difference in gravitational 
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acceleration must be compensated. One way to compensate is to change the lever arm of the gravitational force, 
making it larger for the fast foot and smaller for the slow foot by shifting the body center towards the slow leg. 
The larger lever arm from this shift cancels out the shorter time over which the gravitational force is applied 
during the fast stance period, resulting in equal total acceleration in both directions from the gravitational force. 
We suggest that this is the solution adopted, on average, by the young participants.

The older participants, in contrast, do not use this strategy to compensate for the difference in gravitational 
acceleration due to asymmetric stance time. Another way to generate lateral acceleration is to actively push 
against the ground to move the body back towards the slow leg in order to keep it in the center of the treadmill. 
Such an active muscle force would most likely be generated using the ankle roll mechanism, shifting the CoP in 
the direction of the fast  leg39,40. Using muscle force to generate these corrections requires substantial metabolic 
energy, enough to move the whole body mass. Shifting the foot placement to passively exploit gravitational 
forces, in comparison, requires minimal metabolic energy, since only the mass of the leg is moved by active 
muscle forces. We suggest that this solution of actively moving the whole body is adopted, on average, by the 
older participants in our study, even though it is metabolically more expensive.

To elucidate the different coordination patterns between the step location and the center of mass in the 
medial-lateral direction, we adapted a previously developed model of walking control in the frontal plane to 
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Table 2.  Split Steps to Plateau ANOVA: results of the mixed model for the rate of adaptation of the gait 
parameters at the point at which plateau occurred for the condition. Bolded p-values indicate significance of 
the corresponding factor. The group factor refers to the younger and older adult categories and the outcome 
measure factor refers to the different gait parameters.

 Effect  Sum sq  Mean sq  NumDF  DenDF  F value  Pr(> F)

 group  826  826  1  48  0.739  0.394

 outcome_measure  1.25e+05  2.09e+04  6  288  18.7  <0.001

 group:outcome_measure  2.89e+04  4.82e+03  6  288  4.32  <0.001
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include split-belt walking. We provide an overview of the model here and refer the reader  to41 for details. The 
model consists of a single-link inverted pendulum with a mass-less leg that is instantaneously switched to a new 
contact point when a step is taken after a fixed  time20. We used this model to reproduce the coordination pattern 
between body center and foot placement in the frontal plane observed in split-belt walking in the younger and 
older adult groups. We used the base model with only foot placement control to generate walking trajectories 
similar to tied-belt walking in both the slow and fast speed baseline conditions. We set the step duration to the 

Table 3.  Split Steps to Plateau Posthoc comparisons: estimated 95% confidence intervals for % � steps to the 
plateau for the split condition [lmer Eq. (1)]. Confidence intervals that do not overlap reflects a significant 
difference between them.

Group  Outcome_measure  lsmean  SE  df  Lower. CL  Upper. CL

 OA  Step length  45.8  7.95  327  30.2  61.5

 YA  Step length  81  6.22  327  68.8  93.3

 OA  Step width  3.79  7.95  327  -11.8  19.4

 YA  Step width  5.55  6.22  327  -6.69  17.8

 OA  SS time  64.7  7.95  327  49.1  80.4

 YA  SS time  33.5  6.22  327  21.2  45.7

 OA  DS time  53.3  7.95  327  37.6  68.9

 YA  DS time  38.1  6.22  327  25.8  50.3

 OA  CoM  19.8  7.95  327  4.21  35.5

 YA  CoM  14.2  6.22  327  1.99  26.5

 OA  CoM-CoP  36.8  7.95  327  21.2  52.4

 YA  CoM-CoP  32.8  6.22  327  20.6  45.1

 OA  Step-CoM  21.2  7.95  327  5.58  36.8

 YA  Step-CoM  13  6.22  327  0.763  25.2
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Figure 5.  Split Steps to Plateau posthoc comparison figure: estimated 95% confidence intervals for % � steps to 
the plateau for the split condition [lmer Eq. (1)]. Confidence intervals that do not overlap reflects a significant 
difference between them.

Table 4.  Split Magnitude of Plateau ANOVA: results of the mixed model for the magnitude of asymmetry of 
the gait parameters at the point at which plateau occurred for the split [lmer Eq. (2)]. Bolded p-values indicate 
significance of the corresponding factor. The group factor refers to the younger and older adult categories and 
the outcome measure factor refers to the different gait parameters.

 Effect  Sum sq  Mean sq  NumDF  DenDF  F value  Pr(> F)

 Group  5.67e+03  5.67e+03  1  336  8.63  0.0035

 Outcome_measure  8.6e+04  1.43e+04  6  336  21.8  <0.001

Group:outcome_measure  6.93e+04  1.15e+04  6  336  17.6  <0.001
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experimentally observed average values of 0.68 s in the slow and 0.50 s in the fast condition and used constrained 
gradient descent optimization implemented in the MATLAB function fmincon to find parameters that generate 
the experimentally observed average step width of 0.145 m in the slow and 0.135 m in the fast condition. The 
optimization successfully found constant offset parameters b = 0.013 m in the slow and b = 0.021 m in the fast 
condition. The resulting trajectories are shown in Figure 10, with slow in blue and fast in red. To model split-
belt walking, we set the step duration to the experimentally observed averages of 0.51 s for slow steps and 0.61 s 
for fast steps. We added an additional constraint to the optimization, requiring that the average lateral position 
remains constant over time, i.e. that the body stays in the center of the treadmill, and used the average step width 
of 0.145 m as the optimization goal. For the younger adults, we used separate offset control parameters for each 
leg. The optimization successfully found parameters bfast = 0.023 m and bslow = 0.015 m. The resulting trajecto-
ries, shown in orange in Fig. 10, show that the CoM is shifted away from the fast, left leg and towards the slow, 
right leg, reproducing the asymmetry observed in the young participants. For the older adults, we used a single 
constant offset parameter, resulting in symmetric foot placement relative to the CoM, as in tied-belt walking. 
The optimization was not successful in this case, confirming that additional force is required to compensate for 
the asymmetric gravitational acceleration, as described above. We then added a compensating force in the form 
of a constant-rate CoP shift. With this additional mode of lateral control, the optimization successfully found 
parameters for constant offset b = 0.019 m and CoP shift rate c = 0.019 m  s−1. The resulting trajectories, shown 
in purple in Fig. 10, show symmetric foot placement relative to the CoM, as observed in the older adults.

The model results support our hypothesis that the asymmetry adopted by the younger adults is beneficial by 
limiting the amount of active forces applied to maintain the CoM within the base of support. Given that the CoM 

Table 5.  Split Magnitude of Plateau posthoc comparisons: estimated 95% confidence intervals for % � 
magnitude of the plateau for the split condition [lmer Eq. (2)].

Group  Outcome_measure  lsmean  SE  df Lower. CL Upper. CL

 OA  Step length  16.6  5.88  336  5.04  28.2

 YA  Step length  11.7  4.61  336  2.63  20.8

 OA  Step width  − 1.51  5.88  336  − 13.1  10.1

 YA  Step width  0.457  4.61  336  − 8.6  9.52

 OA  SS time  − 22.4  5.88  336  − 33.9  − 10.8

 YA  SS time  − 27.9  4.61  336  − 37  − 18.9

 OA  DS time  7.62  5.88  336  − 3.95  19.2

 YA  DS time  10.2  4.61  336  1.1  19.2

 OA  CoM  − 1.66  5.88  336  − 13.2  9.91

 YA  CoM  − 4.57  4.61  336  − 13.6  4.49

 OA  CoM-CoP  11.4  5.88  336  − 0.129  23

 YA  CoM-CoP  − 63.5  4.61  336  − 72.6  − 54.5

 OA  Step-CoM  3.18  5.88  336  − 8.39  14.8

 YA  Step-CoM  29  4.61  336  19.9  38.1
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Figure 6.  Split Magnitude of Plateau posthoc comparison figure: estimated 95% confidence intervals for % 
� magnitude of the plateau during the split condition [lmer Eq. (2)]. Confidence intervals that do not overlap 
reflects a significant difference between them.
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acceleration is proportional to the distance between the CoP and the  CoM20, the shortened stance time decreases 
the amount of time for gravitational forces to act on the CoM. The younger adults appear to shift the CoM to one 
side in order to create the same total absolute acceleration under both feet. This potentially comes at a cost of 
stability, decreasing the margin of stability on one side, but may contribute to enhanced metabolic efficiency. The 
older adults may sacrifice metabolic efficiency in order to maintain symmetry in their balance parameters. Recent 
work has investigated whether asymmetry in the AP direction is metabolically  inefficient13,42, with mounting 
evidence suggesting asymmetry is more efficient when one leg is  constrained43, but to our knowledge metabolic 
cost of asymmetry in the ML direction has not been studied. However, it is conceivable that the current findings 
are in line with recent work suggesting step time asymmetry is optimized to reduce metabolic  expenditure44. 
Future work will be needed in order to determine whether the lack of asymmetry in the ML direction is meta-
bolically inefficient for older adults, and which specific muscles are being used to counteract the constraints. A 
hip strategy may be used to keep the older adults balance parameters more symmetric, which would also lead to 
increased metabolic  demands45. We believe the current results suggest the younger adults are more able to fine-
tune their body configuration compared to the older adult group to achieve the same solution with less effort.

The magnitude and direction of aftereffects in the after condition indicates whether a gait parameter change 
was a temporary, strategic adjustment or a longer adaptation. That is, the presence of aftereffects is typically 
interpreted as reflecting adaptive processes, whereas a lack of aftereffects suggests that a change in performance 
in response to a perturbation was more of a transient  strategy46. The carryover and opposite effect of motor adap-
tations into the after condition is the hallmark sign of sensorimotor  adaptation47,48. Here we use the magnitude 
of aftereffects to confirm whether the gait parameter changes during split are adaptive changes or instead reflect 
transient strategies. Four gait parameters showed significant aftereffects, step length, double stance time, 

∫
CoP-

CoM, and Step-CoM. The step width increase is not detected by our symmetry measure because it increases 
symmetrically. Nevertheless, step width increases in both split and after suggest a quick strategic effect to deal 
with the split belt treadmill paradigm. It is often thought that increasing step width increases  stability40,49, so 
increasing step width at the beginning of each perturbation condition (split and after) will increase stability 
enabling focus on the actual problem (feet moving at different speeds while in stance phase). On the other 
hand, step length and double stance time show significant aftereffects in the opposite direction of that observed 
during split for both age groups. The Step-CoM and 

∫
CoP-CoM show aftereffects in the opposite direction only 

for the younger adults. This suggests a motor adaption occurred during split, and required readjustment when 
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Table 6.  After Magnitude ANOVA: results of the mixed model for the magnitude of asymmetry of the gait 
parameters at the beginning of the after condition [lmer Eq. (3)]. Bolded p-values indicate significance of 
the corresponding factor. The group factor refers to the younger and older adult categories and the outcome 
measure factor refers to the different gait parameters.

 Effect  Sum sq  Mean sq  NumDF  DenDF  F value  Pr(> F)

 Group  5.46  5.46  1  336  0.0355  0.851

Outcome_measure  3.73e+04  6.21e+03  6  336  40.4  <0.001

 Group:outcome_measure  508  84.7  6  336  0.551  0.769
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the belts were again moving at the same speed (after). Further, the rate of adaptation (steps to plateau) may be 
informative for determining the type of strategy employed. Step width adapts rather quickly, relative to step 
length and double stance time, for both groups. Therefore, we suggest that a shorter plateau reflects a strategic 
response for that gait parameter. However, the CoM referenced variables showed unique patterns. For example, 
the step-CoM showed a large asymmetry during the split condition, but relatively quick adaptation, followed by 
an aftereffect in the opposite direction of that shown in split. Therefore, it is not clear what learning procedure 
may be governing this balance control parameter.

During the split condition, there was a significant difference between groups for step length and single stance 
time. The younger adults took more steps to reach a plateau than the older adults and younger adults also adapted 
step length toward symmetry to a greater extent compared to older adults. The younger adults adapted faster in 
single stance time. Previous split belt treadmill studies have shown that older adults generally adapt less, more 
slowly, and show reduced aftereffects relative to younger  adults28,37,38. However, we believe this finding is influ-
enced by the fact that the younger adults appear to make slow adaptations to their step length throughout the 
split condition, and even seem to continue past the displayed 300 steps (Fig. 4). More importantly, the current 
results suggest that the largest difference between younger and older adults is in the ML balance parameters. 
These differences are observed in the group average, but it is evident that some older adults use similar strate-
gies as younger adults as observed in Figs. 4, 7, 8. The AP parameters may only become compromised once the 
balance parameters are severely altered or the task requires additional neural resources. Sombric et al found 
that poorer cognitive task switching performance was associated with difficulty switching between split belt 

Table 7.  After Magnitude posthoc comparisons: estimated 95% confidence intervals for % � magnitude 
within the first ten steps of the after condition (lmer equation 3). Confidence intervals that do not overlap 
reflects a significant difference between them.

Group  Outcome_measure  lsmean  SE  df Lower. CL  Upper. CL

 OA  Step Length  − 11.7  2.85  336  − 17.3  − 6.07

 YA  Step Length  − 13.8  2.23  336  − 18.1  − 9.38

 OA  Step width  1.15  2.85  336  − 4.45  6.74

 YA  Step width  0.821  2.23  336  − 3.56  5.2

 OA  SS time  1.21  2.85  336  − 4.39  6.8

 YA  SS time  2.33  2.23  336  − 2.05  6.71

 OA  DS time  − 13.7  2.85  336  − 19.3  − 8.08

 YA  DS time  − 16.7  2.23  336  − 21.1  − 12.3

 OA  CoM  − 2.12  2.85  336  − 7.72  3.48

 YA  CoM   − 1.51  2.23  336  − 5.89  2.87

 OA  CoM-CoP  19.7  2.85  336  14.1  25.3

 YA  CoM-CoP  19.8  2.23  336  15.4  24.2

 OA  Step-CoM  − 7.35  2.85  336  − 12.9  − 1.75

 YA  Step-CoM  − 2.02  2.23  336  − 6.4 nn2.37
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Figure 9.  After Magnitude Posthoc comparison figure: estimated 95% confidence intervals for % � magnitude 
within the first ten steps of the after condition [lmer Eq. (3)]. Confidence intervals that do not overlap reflects a 
significant difference between them.
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treadmill and overground walking, suggesting that age declines in cognitive performance may interact with split 
belt treadmill  adaptation38,50. We hypothesize that this may be the case for individuals with pronounced mobility 
difficulties or neurological populations that struggle with balance (e.g.,  stroke or Parkinson’s Disease) or show 
more pronounced cognitive declines (Alzheimer’s).

Limitations. There are several limitations to this work. We acknowledge that the finding of older adults 
adapting their step length quicker than younger adults may be a limitation of the analysis methods. As younger 
adults appear to continue adaptation beyond the observed steps in Fig. 1, the older adults, on average, do not 
adapt to the same degree as the younger adults. We also acknowledge that the decision to fix the speed of the 
belt to 1.4 m  s−1 for fast and .7 m/s for slow, for all participants, may have been more perturbing for older adults 
that generally walk slower than the prescribed fast speed. However, age-related differences in split-belt treadmill 
adaptation has been demonstrated in both studies using fixed speeds (e.g.,7,13,51–54) and preferred-walking speeds 
(e.g.28). Furthermore, the decision to fix the fast belt to the left foot and slow foot to the right may have influenced 
participant strategy, but since we were mostly concerned with symmetry scores the effects of individual feet 
should matter less. Additionally, it has been reported previously that the ankle roll mechanism is the likely major 
contributor to the CoP  modulation55, however it is possible torque produced by the hips or  arms56, foot yaw 
 rotation57, or a modulation of the push-off58 can contribute to the relationship between ground reaction forces 
and the CoM. Reommich et al and Ogawa et al reported adaptation of the AP ground reaction forces which may 
be indicative of a push-off  modulation59,60. We do not know the extent to which stance limb push-off propulsion 
contributes to ML body movement, or the extent to which this could be a contributing factor in the modulation 
of the CoM-CoP and other gait parameters in the current study. Additionally, for the safety of our participants 
we installed handrails on each side of the treadmill for this experiment. We explicitly instructed participants to 
hold on to the handrails as the treadmill started, for each condition, then let go once comfortable. This may have 
led to diminished effects, particularly in the ML direction. Although participants were not actively using the 
handrail, knowledge of the handrail location may have limited their ML movement.

Future directions. We performed a comprehensive analysis of this data set, but there are still many 
unknowns that can be uncovered with more extensive data acquisitions in the future. Specifically, future work 
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should include a detailed analysis of joint movements and associated muscle activity in order to determine how 
the younger and older adults’ control of balance is affected by the split belt treadmill paradigm. Electromyo-
graphy will provide information about whether a movement is actively or passively generated. The addition of 
electromyography would verify our suggestion that the younger adults medial-lateral asymmetry is indeed pas-
sive, or rather that the older adults lack of asymmetry is actively generated. Furthermore, full body kinematics 
are critical for unraveling the details of locomotor behavior. For example, our modeling work suggests that the 
older adults must generate some force to overcome the medial-lateral asymmetry induced by the split condition, 
but we cannot determine whether these forces are generated by hip or trunk torques without full body kinemat-
ics. Additionally, the neural correlates of the different gait parameters may provide more understanding about 
why some gait parameters adapt more quickly or do not show any aftereffects. Therefore, future studies should 
consider acquiring brain activity data to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the neural controls of 
locomotor adaptation.

Conclusion. We investigated whether younger and older adults adapted their gait parameters differently 
during a split belt treadmill walking paradigm. Specifically, we analyzed unique gait parameters that have not 
been previously analyzed in a split belt treadmill walking paradigm including control of balance parameters. The 
goal was to determine whether ML parameters are changed during split belt treadmill adaptation walking in an 
age-dependent fashion. The current findings support the idea that participants alter ML balance control during 
split belt treadmill walking in a manner that differs by age. Step Width is modulated initially by both younger 
and older adults, possibly to increase stability to allow for neural resources to focus on the actual problem of 
the feet moving at different speeds during stance. The age differences in the CoM referenced variables between 
groups suggest more fine-tuned control of this ML gait parameter for the younger adults, possibly enhancing 
metabolic efficiency. Further, our modeling work supports that asymmetry during the split condition may be 
intentional in order to exploit passive dynamics. Our work suggests that ML balance control must be actively 
modulated, even in the presence of AP perturbations. Moreover, younger and older adults approach this prob-
lem differently. Younger adults adopt a process that may be more metabolically efficient, whereas older adults 
adopt a process that maintains gait symmetry.

Data availability
Data will be made available upon request. Data processing code will be made available upon request. Modeling 
code is available on github (https:// github. com/ hendr ikrei mann/ Split BeltW alker).
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